ATSG at a Glance
redi for Intelligent IT
Tranforming the Enterprise Experience with Tech-enabled Managed Services

Portfolio of Services
rediTech

Digital Workplace
Enterprise Networking
Business Applications
Unified Communications
Productivity & Collaboration
Server & Cloud

The Shifting Landscape
Today’s fast-paced digital climate requires you to reevaluate how
you conduct your business interactions. Technology executives need
to

answer

the

Network & Physical Security
Assessments
Social Engineering
Application Security
Computer & Mobile Forensics
Digital & Network Investigations
Managed Security Information
& Event Management

of

planning

and

managing

an

IT

environment, while coming to the table with strategic initiatives to
increase

revenues

and

manage

costs

while

adopting

transformation. Traditional operating procedures are beginning to
adopt a remote model, requiring security and business continuity to
be at the forefront of IT engagements. With business processes,
technologies

rediSecure

demands

and

systems

continuously

evolving,

you

require

a

partner who is staying on top of the latest trends and can rapidly
respond

to

the

demands

of

the

market.

Our

Ai²

platform

is

a

comprehensive and integrated suite of IT management applications,
tools, business processes, and resources aligned to produce high
quality services and results for our clients. ATSG understands the
shifting

landscape

and

has

a

complete

portfolio

of

Technology

Solutions as a Service that provide you with the outcomes you
require for an intelligent, automated and secure choice.

Who is ATSG?

Managed Security Infrastructure
Managed Security Mobility
& Endpoint Services

ATSG is a tech-enabled managed services and solutions company
focused

on

experience
rediManage

innovative

and

digital

solutions

to

infrastructure.

enhance

ATSG

the

provides

end-user
technology

solutions as a service to a variety of customers; leveraging our

Enterprise Service Desk (ITSM)

portfolio of rediTech, redSecure, and rediManage, which includes

Remote Infrastructure

deep expertise in technology consulting, unified communications,

Management (RIM)

collaboration,

Endpoint and Site Management

productivity, and managed security solutions.

multicloud

solutions,

data

center,

mobility,

Application Monitoring
& Management

Data Protection & Management
Multicloud Solutions
Digital Workplace (DWaaS)
Network and WiFi
Unified Communications (UCaaS)
Management Solutions
Projects
rediCompany

Our

ATSG

platform,
redundant
next

Intelligent
provides

a

infrastructure,

generation

services,

for

IT

ATSG
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automation

high
with

architectures
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and

performance,
layers

and
with

of

fully

security

24x7xAlways
our

clients

service

to

delivery

resilient

and

throughout.With
global

managed

transform

their

operations through our platforms and portfolio. Whether you would
like to engage in an ongoing services relationship, project-based
engagement or a rapid assessment, ATSG develops the right-fit for
your environment.

Vertical Industry Expertise
Key Verticals Served

Professional
Services

Retail

Healthcare

Financial
Services

Legal

Government

Media &
Entertainment

ATSG brings thought leadership and best practices across multiple industries. With clients of varying size and
scale, we are able to identify the key challenges and requirements of your business, customizing our core
offerings and leveraging our industry specific experience to expertly address your critical needs. Partnering with
in dustry leaders, such as Cisco and Microsoft, ensures you always have access to the latest technologies and
trends across the market. ATSG has a knack for addressing our clients' needs with the specialized industry and
product certifications you require.

Speeds and Feeds

25+

75%

1M+

500+

Years as a privately held
Premier IT Services
Company

Employees are
Engineers &
Technologists

Devices
Under
Management

Customers ranging from
Mid-Market to Global
Enterprises

Key Partnerships
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